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ABSTRACT. The main aim of this survey paper is to write a detailed and 
unified presentation f some of the best known results on the geometry of
tangent bundles of Riemannian manifolds. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Tangent bundles of differentiable manifolds are of great importance 
in many areas of mathemat ics  and physics. In the last decades a large 
number of publications has been devoted to the study of their special 
differentiM geometric properties. The authors have used different ap- 
proaches and the notat ion varies a lot. This means that  entering this 
interesting field can be a non-trivial exercise. The main aim of this 
survey paper is to give a detailed and unified presentation of some of 
the most important  results in the field. 
The geometry of tangent  bundles goes back to the fundamenta l  paper 
[10] of Sasaki published in 1958. He uses a given R iemannian metric g 
on a differentiable manifold M to construct a metric ~ on the tangent  
bundle TM of M.  Today this metric is a standard not ion in differen- 
tial geometry called the Sasaki metric. Its construct ion is based on a 
natura l  spl itt ing of the tangent bundle TTM of TM into its vertical 
and horizontal subbundles by means of the Levi-Civita connection V
on (M, g). 
Explicit expressions for the Lie bracket [, ] of the tangent  bundle TM 
are given by Dombrowski in [3]. The Levi-Civita connection ~z of the 
Sasaki metric on TM and its R iemann curvature tensor /~ are calcu- 
lated by Kowalski in [6]. Wi th  this in hand Kowalski, Aso, Musso and 
Tricerri derive interesting connections between the geometric properties 
of (M,g) and (TM,~). For this see [6], [1] and [8]. 
In [2] Cheeger and Gromoll  s tudy complete manifolds of nonnegat ive 
curvature and suggest a construct ion of R iemannian metrics useful in 
that  context. This can be used to obtain a natura l  metr ic ~ on the 
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tangent bundle TM of a given Riemannian manifold (M, g). Explicit 
formulae for the Cheeger-Gromoll metric on TM were first given by 
Musso and Tricerri in [8]. In [11] Sekizawa calculates the Levi-Civita 
connection V and the curvature tensor _~ of the tangent bundle (TM, ~) 
equipped with the Cheeger-Gromoll metric. He also derives relations 
between the geometric properties of (M,g) and (TM,~). Unfortu- 
nately, some of his results are incorrect. These have recently been 
corrected by the current authors in [5]. 
2. THE TANGENT BUNDLE 
Throughout his paper we shall assume that M is a smooth m- 
dimensional manifold with maximal atlas ¢4 = {(Us, x~)[ c~ E I}. For 
a point p E M let TpM denote the tangent space of M at p. For local 
coordinates (U, x) on M and p E U we define (~-~xk)p° C TpM by 
0 Of 
(~Xk)P " f  ~-~ ~X (P)= Oek(f o X-1)(x(p)) 
where {ekl k = 1 , . . . ,  m} is the standard basis for ]~m. Then 
0 
),,I k = 1 , . . . ,m} 
is a basis for TpM. The set TM = {(p, u) I P E M, u E TpM} is called 
the tangent bundle of M and the bundle map 7r : T M --+ M is given by 
~ : (p ,u )  ~+ p. 
Theorem 2.1. Let M be a smooth m-dimensional manifold. Then the 
tangent bundle TM can be given the structure of a 2m-dimensional 
smooth manifold. 
Proof. Let ,4 be the maximal atlas of M. For local coordinates (U, x) 
in ~4 define x* : 7r-l(U) -+ ~m x ]~m by 
x*: (p, Z uk I,) (x(p), (Ul,..., 
k----1 
Then the collection 
{(x*)- l(W) C TM I (U,x) • ~A and W C x(U) x ~'~ open} 
is a basis for a topology TTM on TM and (Tr-l(U),x *) are local coor- 
dinates on the 2m-dimensional topological manifold (TM, TTM). 
If (U, x) and (V, y) are local coordinates on M such that p • U A V, 
then the transition map 
(y*) o (x*)-~ : x*(~-I(U n V)) - .  ~m x R ~ 
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is given by 
°yl 1 " ,Z  
k----1 k=l 
The fact that the transit ion maps y o x -~ are smooth, implies that  
the composit ion (y*) o (x*) -~ is smooth. Let A* be the maximal  atlas 
for TM containing {(Tr-l(U),x*)] (U,¢) E A}. Then (TM,,A*) is a 
smooth manifold. [] 
As  a direct consequence of the above construction of ,4* we  see that 
the bundle  map ~r : TM -+ M is smooth.  For each point p E M the 
fiber Ir-1(p) is the tangent space TpM of M at p and  hence an m-  
d imensional  vector space. For local coordinates (U, x) E A we define 
~:  7r -I(U) -+ U x ]R m by 
m 0 
"X" (P' E'tik'~xklP) I--+ (p, (Zt l , . . .  ,ztm)). 
k=l 
= "2[T~M : TpM -+ {p} x ]R m to the tangent space The restriction ~p 
TpM is given by 
m 0 
k----1 
so it is obviously a vector space isomorphism.  This implies that ~ : 
~r-1(U) -+ U × ]R m is a bundle  chart for TM and 
{(~-~(U)),~) l (U,x ) cA} 
is a bundle  atlas transforming (TM,  M,  7r) into an m-d imens iona l  topo- 
logical vector bundle. Since the mani fo ld (M,  ¢I) is smooth  the vector 
bundle  (TM,  M,  7r) together with the max imal  bundle  atlas B contain- 
ing {(¢r- I (U)) ,~)[(U,x)  E .A} is a smooth vector bundle. 
3. THE VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL L IFTS 
From now on we assume that the manifold M is equipped with a 
Riemannian metric g inducing a norm [. [ on each tangent space. The 
Levi-Civita connection of (M, g) will be denoted by V. 
The differential of the bundle map ~r : TM -+ M is a smooth map 
dr : TTM ---+ TM.  For (p, u) C TM we denote its kernel at (p, u) by 
],'(p,~) = Ker(dTr [(p,~)) 
and call it the vertical subspaee of T(p,=)TM at the point (p, u). A curve 
X : I --+ TM in the tangent bundle is said to be vertical if its tangent 
X'(t)  satisfies X'(t)  E ])x(t) for all t C I. 
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Remark  3.1. If p E M and i : TpM -+ TM is the inclusion map of 
the submanifold TpM = ~- l ({p}) into  TM given by i(u) = (p, u), then 
v~,u) = d i (T~T~i)  for all ~ ~ T~M. 
Our next goal is to introduce the important horizontal subspace of 
T(p,~,)TM. For this we need the connection map K(p,~) : T(p,~)TM -+ 
TpM induced by the Levi-Civita connection V on (M, g). 
Def in i t ion  3.2. Let V be an open neighborhood of p in M such that 
the exponential map expp : TpM -+ M maps a neighborhood V' of 0 
in TpM diffeomorphically onto V. Furthermore let T : 7r-l(V) -+ TpM 
be the smooth map into TpM, which translates every Y E ~- I (V)  in 
a parallel manner from q = r (Y)  to p along the unique geodesic arc 
in V connecting q andp.  For u E TpM let R_~ : TpM -+ TpM be 
the translation given by R_~(X)  = X - u for X E TpM. Then the 
connection map 
K(p,~) : T(p,~)TM -+ TpM 
of the Levi-Civita connection V is defined by 
K(Z)  = d(expp o R_~ o T)(Z) 
for all Z E T(p,,,)TM. 
Lemma 3.3. [3] Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold with Levi-Civita 
connection V. Then its connection map K(p,~) : T(p,~)TM -+ TpM 
satisfies 
K(dZp(Xp)) = (VxZ)p 
where the vector field Z E C°°(TM) is viewed as a map Z : M --+ TM 
and Xp E TpM. 
Proof. Let Z be a vector field taking the value (p, u) at p. Furthermore 
let -y be a geodesic urve such that 7(0) = p and x/(0) = Xp. Then the 
definition of the connection map implies 
= d(expp o R_~ oT)(dZp(Xp)) 
d 
= ~/(expp o R-u  o ~(z~(~)))l~=0 
d 
= ~/ (expp(~(z~(~) ) -  u))t~=0 
d 
= d(exp,)o(-~(T(Z~(t)))lt=o) 
= d~(z~(~))l~=o 
= VXZ. 
K(p,~,)(dZp(Xp)) 
[] 
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Def in i t ion  3.4. The horizontal subspace 7-l(p,~) of the tangent space 
T(p,u)TM of the tangent bundle TM at (p, u) is defined by 
7-l(p,~,) = Ker( K(p,~)). 
A curve X : I --+ TM in the tangent bundle is said to be horizontal if 
its tangent X'(t)  satisfies X'(t)  E 7/x(t) for all t E I. 
Let ~y : I -+ M be a curve in M with ~(0) = p, ~'(0) = u and 
X : I --+ TM be a vector field along ~ i.e. a curve in the tangent 
bundle through (p, u) such that  7r o X = ~. In other words, X maps 
every t to (7(t),U(t)) with U(t) E Tv(t)M and U(0) = u. Then the 
connection map K of V satisfies 
• x ' ( t )  (vyu) (0 ) .  
This means that  horizontal curves in the tangent bundle TM corre- 
spond to parallel vector fields on the manifold (M, g, V). This fact is 
the main motivat ion for the definition of the horizontal subspace. 
P ropos i t ion  3.5. [3], [10] The tangent space T(p:~)TM at a point (p, u) 
in TM is a direct sum of its vertical and horizontal subspaces i.e. 
T(p,,)TM = 7-l(v,, ) @ ])(p,,). 
Proof. [3] Using the notat ion of Remark 3.1 and Definition 3.2 we see 
by the construction of the map ~- : 7r -1 (V) --+ TpM that  d(i o ~-)A = A 
of all vertical tangent vectors in ~r-l(V). The map d(expp o R_~) is an 
isomorphism of T~TpM, i.e. the tangent space of TpM at u E TpM. 
Hence the kernel of K,  i.e. the horizontal space 7-/(p,u) and the vertical 
space V(p,~) satisfy 7/(p,~) M ];(p,u) = {0} and the result follows by a 
simple dimension argument. [] 
The horizontal and vertical ifts of tangent vectors on M are defined 
as follows. 
Def in i t ion  3.6. Let X E TpM be a tangent vector, then the horizontal 
lift of X to a point (p, u) E TM is the unique vector X h E 7/(p,~) such 
that  d~r(X h) = X.  The vertical lift of X to (p, u) is the unique vector 
X" E VCp,~) such that  X~(df) = X( f )  for all functions f on M. Here 
df is the function defined by (df)(p, u)= u(f) .  
The notions of horizontal and vertical lifts extend to vector fields. 
Def in i t ion  3.7. The horizontal lift of a vector field X E C~(TM)  is 
the vector field X h E C~(TTM)  which value at a point (p, u) is the 
horizontal ift of X(p) to (p, u). The vertical lift of a vector field is 
defined similarly. 
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For a vector field X on M the horizontal and vertical lifts X h, X ~ 
are the uniquely determined vector fields on TM satisfying 
and 
&r(Xh)z = X,~(z), KX  } = O~(z) 
&r(XV)z = O,(z), KX~z = X,~(z) 
for all Z E TM.  
Note that the maps X ~ X h and X ~-~ X" are vector space isomor- 
phisms between TpM and the subspaces 7-/(p,~) and V(p,~), respectively, 
and each tangent vector ,ff E T(p,~,)TM can be decomposed as 
2 = xh+y v 
where X,  Y E TpM are uniquely determined by X = &r(2) and Y ----- 
/ ( (2 ) .  It should also be noted that if f : M -+ R is a smooth real 
valued function on M, then 
xh( f  oTr )=X( f )ozc  and XV( f  ozc)=O 
for all vector fields X E C°°(TM).  
4. THE LIFTS IN LOCAL COORDINATES 
For local coordinates (17, x) on an m-dimensional manifold M we 
define the smooth functions vl, .. •, V2m : TM --+ R by 
V i ~ X i 0 7F~ 
Vm+i(Y) = Y(xi)  = dxi(Y) 
for all Y E TM and i = 1 , . . . ,m.  Then  (v l , . . . , v2~)  : u - l (V )  C 
TM --+ 1R =m are local coordinates on TM.  Using Definition 3.7 we see 
that 
for all Z E TM and i = 1 , . . . ,  m, since 
dTr( )(f)  : -~-~v ( f o 7r)= -~x (f) 
and 
o 
d~(~+~)( f )  - Ov~+~ ( f  o ~) = 0. 
for all smooth functions f defined on M. This leads to the following 
result for the horizontal and vertical ifts X a, X"  of a vector field X E 
C~(TM) .  
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Lemma 4.1. [3] Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and X, Z E 
CC¢(TM) be vector fields on M which locally are represented  by 
0 ~ 0 
Z X= ~i Ox~ and Z= rli ox~ 
i=1 i=1 
Then the vertical and horizontal lifts X ~ and X h of X at the point 
Z E TM are given by 
m 
(x°)~ = Z ¢' o,°+,.:.. 
/=1 
and 
m 0 m 0 
(xh) z = Z ¢' ov, - ( ~2 ¢,~kr;~)ovm+, 
/=1 i , j , k= l  
where the coefficients P}k are the Christoffel symbols of the Levi-Civita 
connection V on (M, g). 
Proof. The formula for the vertical part is a direct consequence of Defi- 
nition 3.7. The fact that X h and X are rr-related, i.e. drc(X~) = X~(z), 
fo l lows  d i rec t ly  f rom 
dcr((0@~+)z)=0 and drr((O~i)z)=(O@i),~(z ). 
In local coordinates the map Z : M --+ TM is given by 
z: (xi,...,xm) ~ (~1,..., xm,~l,..., ~m). Z • M -+ TM,  
Hence 
dZ(X) = dZ(~ ~, . 
i=1 
= ~ ~i + (i Ovm+k 
i= l  i , k= l  
m m 
= v ,¢O+~x(~k)  o 
z_~ Or, O~+k 
i-----1 k=l  
rn m 
= g ,~O+Zx(v , )  o 
Ovi Ova+i" 
,=1 i=1 
Put Xi -- o i - a77~ and let Fjm be the Christoffel symbols of V given by 
m 
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Then we get the following expression for the Levi-Civita connection V. 
VxZ = ZVx(~x~) 
i=1  
m 
= Z(x(~,)x~ +,7,VxX,) 
i= l  
m m 
: Z x(,,)x, + E ,,~,%x, 
i=1  i , j= l  
m m 
: Z x(,,)x, + Z ~j~Pj~Xk 
i , j= l  i , j ,k= l
~q~ m 
= Z x(~)x, + Z ~j~r}~x, 
i , j= l  i , j ,k=l  
m m 
= ~(x(~)+ ~ ej~rf~)x,. 
i=1  j , k= l  
It is now a direct consequence of Definition 3.7 and Lemma 3.3 that 
m m m 
E E ' o K(dZ(X)) = VxZ = ( 07, + r ;~) ) )ox~.  
i=1 j=l J k=l 
This implies that K(dZ(X)) = 0, if and only if 
m rt~ 
x(,,) = - Z at ~2'~%. 
j= l  k=l  
This means that VxZ = 0 if and only if dZ(X) is in the kernel of K 
or equivalently dZ(X) is of the form 
m m m 
~z(x) x-'~, o E(Z  , o 
= ~ Ov~ (j~kPjk) Ova+,'. 
i= l  i=1  j , k= l  
Hence 
m m m 0 
X h = __  ~ iOv  ~ 
i= l  i ' : l  j , k= l  
This proves the statement for the horizontal lift of X. [] 
For a special choice of vector fields we have the following direct con- 
sequence of Lemma 4.1. 
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Coro l la ry  4.2. [3] Let (Xl, . - . ,Xm) be local coordinates of M and 
(vl, .. .,v2m) be local coordinates of TM as above. If Xi _- ~° and 
o then U~= ~, 
m 
(x,) ~ =um+, and (X,)" = U, ~ Z (G  o ~)vm+kV~+~. 
j , k= l  
5. THE LIE BRACKET 
We shall now derive explicit expressions for the Lie bracket on the 
tangent bundle TM in terms of vertical and horizontal ifts of vector 
fields on M. 
P ropos i t ion  5.1. [3] Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold, with Levi- 
Civita connection V and Riemann curvature tensor R. Then the Lie 
bracket of the tangent bundle TM of M satisfies the following 
i) [X~, Yv] = 0, 
ii) IX h, yv] : (VxY)~, 
iii) [x t  Y~] = Ix, Y]~ - (R(X, Y)u) ~ 
for all vector fields X, Y E C°°(TM) and (p, u) E TM. 
Proof. Let (Xl , . . .  ,x,~) be local coordinates on M and (Vl , . . . ,  V2m) be 
the induced local coordinates on TM and put X~ -- ~°  and Ui -- ~7~'° 
Then [Ui, Uj] = 0 for i, j = 1 , . . . ,  2m. Let X, Y be two arbitrary vector 
fields on M locally given by 
m m 
X= E ~iXi and Y= ~r lkXk .  
i=I k=l 
Then Urn+j(& oTr) = Um+j(rlk o~r) = 0 for all i , j ,k  = 1 , . . . ,m.  This 
means that for the Lie bracket of the two vertical ifts X ~ and Y" we 
have 
[xv,Y ~] 
i,k 
i,k 
--- O. 
For ii) we first notice that d~r([Xh, yv]) = [dlr(xh),dlr(Zv)]--0 so 
the horizontal part of [X h, yv] vanishes. For i, j = 1 , . . . ,  m we see that 
m 
[x~,x; ]  = [u, - Z (r~k o~)vm+~Um+,,Uj] 
l ,k=l 
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m 
= [v .uA-  ~(r~ 
m 
= ~ (r~ 
l,k=l 
m 
1,k=l 
m 
+ ~ aj((rlk o ~)~m+~)u~+, 
l,k=l 
o ~r)aiku..+z 
= ~(r~ o ~)u~÷,. 
/=1 
This immediately gives 
K([xL x;]) = E r~x~ = vxy~. 
k 
For the Lie bracket [X h, Y"] we now have 
K([X", Y~]) = ~ K([(~, o ~)X L (~ o .)X~]) 
i,k 
= ~ K((~ o ~)x~(,k o~)X~ - ( ,~  o ~)X;(~ o~)X ~ 
+(~, o ~)(.~ o ~)[x~, x~]) 
= ~(~x~( ,~)x~ + ~Vx iX~)  
i,k 
= VzY. 
As a direct consequence we yield [X h, yv] = (Vxy)V" 
Concerning iii) we see that drr([X h, yh]) = [X, Y] so the horizontal 
part of [X h, yh] is just [X, y]h. For i, j = 1 , . . . ,  m it follows that 
m 
[(xd~,(x~) h] = Z {u j ( r~o~) -  u~(r~,o~)+ (r,~ o~)(r~, o~) 
k,l,n=l 
m 
R k o = - E ( lij 7r)VmwlUm+k" 
k,l-= l
Therefore 
m 
K([(Z,)h (Xj)~](p,.)) = - y~ ~k R(X.  Xj)Xk = - R(X.  Zj)~. 
k=l  
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The result now follows from the fact that 
g ( [ (YX)  h, (gV?])  = fgK([Xh, Zh]) 
for all function f, g defined on M. [] 
6. NATURAL METRICS 
In this section we introduce a natural  class of metrics on the tangent 
bundle TM of a given Riemannian manifold (M, g). This class contains 
both the Sasaki and Cheeger-Gromoll metrics studied later on. 
Def in i t ion  6.1. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold. A R iemannian 
metric ~ on the tangent bundle TM is said to be natural with respect 
to g on M if 
i) ~(p,u)(x h, rh) = gp(x, Y), 
ii) - X h 9(p,.)( ,y~) =0 
for all vector fields X, Y E C°°(TM) and (p, u) E TM. 
A natural  metric y is constructed in such a way that  the verti- 
cal and horizontal subbundles are orthogonal and the bundle map 
~r • (TM,  y) -+ (M, g) is a Riemannian submersion. The metric 
induces a norm on each tangent space of TM which we denote by [[ • [[. 
Lemma 6.2. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and TM be the 
tangent bundle of M. If the Riemannian metric -~ on TM is natural 
with respect o g on M then the corresponding Levi-Civita connection 
V satisfies 
i) -9(VxhYh, Z h) = g(VxY, Z), 
ii) -g(V xh Yh, Z ") =-y ( (R(X ,Y )u)V ,Z" ) /2 ,  
iii) -g(V xh ZV, Z h) = -~( R( X, Z)u)V, Y ' )  /2, 
iv) ~(~x~Z~,z v) = (xh(~(z~,z~))-~(z~,(VxZ) v) 
+-9(Z", (VxY)"))/2, 
v) y(~xoV~,z h) = y((R(Z, Z)u)',X~)/2, 
vi) -o(%~v", z °) = (v"(y(z~,x~))  - -o(zo, (vyx)v )  
-~(x  ~, (vyz)~))/2, 
vii) -g(Vx, Y' ,  Z h) = (-za(-9(Xv, Y'))  +-9(Y', (VzX)  ~) 
+-g(x~, (V zY)V) ) /2, 
viii) -~(~xoz~,z ~) = (x~(~(v~,zv))  + zv(-~(z~,x~)) 
-Z~'(y(X",YV)))/2 
yor all vector fields X, Z, Z e C~(TM)  a~d (p, u) ~ TM. 
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Proof. We shall repeatedly make use of the Kozul formula for the Levi- 
Civita connection V stating that 
2-~Wx, V~,Z'~) = Xi(y(YJ,g~)) + YJ(-~(gL xi))  
- zk (~(x  ~, vJ))) - ~(x  ~, [Y~, z~]) 
+~(vJ,  [zL x ' ] )  + y (z  ~ , Ix  ~, vq)  
for all X,Y ,Z  C C°°(TM) and i , j ,k E {h,v}. 
i) The result is a direct consequence of the following calculations 
using Proposition 5.1 and Definition 6.1. 
2~(Vx~Z~,z h) = (Xh(-O(Zh, Z~)) + Yh(-O(ZLX~)) 
_ Zh(-~( X h, Zh) ) ) _ -~( X h, [yh, zh]) 
+~(zh ,  [ z  h ' xh] )  + ~(z  ~ ' i x  ~ ' z~]) )  
= X(g(Y ,Z) )+Y(g(Z ,Y ) ) -  Z(g(X,Y))  
-~(x  ~, [Y, zp) + ~(z~, [z,x] ~ ) + ~(z ~, Ix, z]~) 
= 2g(VxY, z). 
ii) The statement is obtained as follows. 
2-O(Vxhyh, z v) = xh(~(Vh, ZV)) + Z"(y(Z~,X")) 
-z~(-g(x ~, zh)) - ~(x ~, [y~, z~]) 
+~(yh, [Z~ Xh]) + -j(Z", [X h, yh]) 
= -Z"(g(X,  Y)) + -g(Z v, IX h, yh]) 
= --~(Z", (R(X, Y)u)~). 
iii) and v) are analogous to ii). 
iv) Again using Proposition 5.1 and Definition 6.1 we yield 
2-~(VxhY",Z") = xh(-~(Z",Z")) + Z"(-~(Zv, Xh)) 
_ z ~ (~(x  ~, v~)) )  - ~(x  ~, Ivy, zv])  
+~(Y~, [Z ~ ,xn]) + -g(Z", [X h , yv]) 
= x~(~(z~, z~))_ -~(v,,,(VxZ),, ) + -~(z",(VxY)~). 
vi) and vii) are analogous to iv). 
viii) The statement is a direct consequence of the fact that the Lie 
bracket of two vertical vector fields vanishes. [] 
Coro l la ry  6.3. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and-~ be a nat- 
ural metric on the tangent bundle TM of M. Then the Levi-Civita 
connection V satisfies 
(Vx,,Yh)(p,~) = (VxY)~p,~) - ~(Rp(X, Y)u)" 
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for all vector fields X,  Y E C~(TM)  and (p, u) e TM.  
Proof. The statement is obtained by combing i) and ii) of Lemma 6.2. 
[] 
Coro l la ry  6.4. Let ( M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and -~ be a metric 
on the tangent bundle TM which is natural with respect to g on M. 
Then we have the following relation between the sectional curvatures 
on M and T M 
3 -~(x h, zh) = K(x, Y ) -  ~ II (R(X, Y)u)" II ~ 
where X, Y E C°°(TM)  are orthonormal vector fields on M. 
Proof. This interesting relation between the sectional curvatures of the 
tangent bundle TM and that of M is a direct consequence of Corollary 
6.3 and one of O'Neill's famous curvature formulae for Riemannian 
submersions in [9]. [] 
We complete this section by giving the following technical definition 
and lemma which are needed later on. 
Def in i t ion  6.5. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and F : TM -+ 
TM be a smooth bundle endomorphism of the tangent bundle TM.  
Then we define the vertical and horizontal lifts F" : TM --+ TTM,  
F h : TM --+ TTM of F by 
m 
F"(rl) = ~ rliF(Oi)" and Fh(rl) = X~ rliF(Oi)h 
i.=1 i=1 
i) (VxoF°(n))~ 
ii) (Vx ,  FhO?))~ 
iii) (VxhF'(r/))¢ 
iv) (~F~(v) )~ 
for any ~ = (p, ~) 
where ~i~=1 ~Oi e 7r-l(V) is a local representation f rl E C°°(TM).  
Lemma 6.6. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and the tangent 
bundle TM be equipped with a metric -~ which is natural with respect 
to g on M.  I f  F : TM --+ TM is a smooth bundle endomorphism of 
the tangent bundle, then 
= F(Xp)~ + Ei~=l ~?i(p)(Vx,,F(Oi)')~; 
= F(Xp)~ + E ,~I  ~?,(P)(Vx,F(O')n)~, 
= (V~F(u) ' )~ ,  
= (~xhF(u)h)~ 
TM,  Z e C°°(TM) and 71--- ~i~=1 ~iOi e ~r-l(V). 
Proof. Let (x l , . . . ,  xm) be local coordinates on M in a neighborhood 
V of p. Then, using the abbreviation Xi for o g~7~i' we have X~(dx~) =- 
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dxi(X) for i e {1 , . . . ,m}.  
~x~(~) : 
Similarly we have 
Hence 
E VX'(~F(O~)') 
i=1 
E 
i=1 
m 
~ ~(x)F(o~) ~+ v, VxoF(O~)~ 
i=1 
m 
i=1 
=E 
i=1 
rt~ 
=E 
i=1 
m 
=E 
i=1 
X" (,7,)F(O,) ~ + ,7,Vx~F(O,)° 
VX~( n/F( O/)h )
XV(~i)F(Oi) h+ qi(Tx~,F(Oi) h 
,7~(x)y(o,) ~+ ,7/Vx,Y(o,)~ 
m 
= F(xp)~ + ~,7,~TxvF(O,)h. 
i=1 
For the last two equations of the lemma we use a different/able curve 
7 :  [0, 1] -+ M such that ~/(0) = p and ~/(0) = Xp to get a different/able 
curve Uo~:  [0,1] -+ TM such that Uo~/ (0)=~ and (Uo~/) ' (0)= X~. 
By the definition of F" and F h we get FVlgov = (F o U)'Iuov and 
Fhluo~, : (F o u)hluo.y. This proves parts i/i) and iv). [] 
7. THE SASAKI  METRIC  
This section is devoted to the Sasaki metric ~ on the tangent bundle 
TM introduced by Sasaki in the famous paper [10] from 1958. We cal- 
culate its Levi-Civita connection V, its Riemann curvature tensor and 
obtain some interesting connections between the geometric properties 
of  the manifold (M, g) and its tangent bundle (TM, {7) equipped with 
the Sasaki metric. 
Def in i t ion  7.1. Let (M,g) be a Riemannian manifold. Then the 
Sasaki metric [7 on the tangent bundle TM of M is given by 
i) t~(~,~)(X h, yh) = gp(X, Y), 
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ii) [1(,.,)(X",Y h) = O, 
iii) t~(,.,,)(X ~, Y~) = 9p(X, Y) 
for all vector fields X, Y E C°°(TM). 
The Sasaki metric is obviously contained in the class of natural met- 
rics introduced in the last section. It is constructed in such a manner 
that inner products are respected not only by lifting vectors horizon- 
tally but vertically as well. 
P ropos i t ion  7.2. [6] Let (M, 9) be a Riemannian manifold and (7 be 
the Levi-Civita connection of the tangent bundle (TM, ~) equipped with 
the Sasaki metric. Then 
i) (VXhYh)(p,.)= (VxY)~p,~)- ½(RAX, Y)u) ~, 
ii) (<7~hY~)(p,.) = (VxY)~p,.) + ½(R.(~,Z)X)~, 
iii) (VxoY~)(~,.)= I(R~(~,X)Y?, 
iv) (gx~Y~)~,.) = 0 
for all vector fields X, Y E C°°(TM). 
Proof. i) The statement is a direct consequence of Corollary 6.3. 
ii) By applying Lemma 6.2 we obtain the following for the horizontal 
part 
= - [7 ( (R(Z ,X)u) ' ,Y  ~) 
- g (R(u ,Y )Z ,X)  
= g(R(u ,Y )X ,Z)  
= g( (R(u ,Y )X)h ,  zh) .  
As for the vertical part note that 
2[1(£TxhYV, Z') = Xh([7(Yv, Z~) + [t( Z', (VxY)") - ~(Y~, (VxZ)~) 
= X(g(Y,Z)) + g(Z, VxY  ) - g(Y, VxZ ) 
: 2g((VxZ)~, z~). 
iii) For the horizontal part we get calculations imilar to those above 
2~(~TX,Zh, Zh ) = ~(X", (R(Y,Z)u)") 
= g(X,R(Y, Z)u) 
=- g(R(u,X)Y,Z).  
The rest follows by 
2[~(£Tx,,Yh, Z" ) = zh(o(Z",X")) - O(Z ~, (VyX) ' )  - O(X', (VyZ) ") 
= z(9(z ,x ) )  - g(z,  vyx)  - g(x, vyz )  
~-- 0. 
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iv) Using Lemma 6.2 again we yield 
2~(VTx~Y~, z h) = -zh(~(x  ,,, v~) ) + ~(y~, (VzX)~) 
+~(x ~, (Vzy) ~) 
= -z (g (x ,Y ) )  + 9(Y, v~x) + 9(x, v.y)  
= 0 
and 
2O( x y , z o1 = xv(o(y . , z . ) )  + Y°(O(z",x")) _ z.(O(xo, yv)) 
= x" (g (Y ,z ) )+ y~(g(z ,x ) ) -  z"(g(x,Y))  
---- O. 
This completes the proof. [] 
Coro l la ry  7.3. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and (TM,  ~) be 
its tangent bundle equipped with the Sasaki metric. Then the bundle 
map lr : TM --+ M is a harmonic morphism. 
Proof. The statement follows from the fact that the bundle map ~ : 
TM -+ M is a Riemannian submersion with totally geodesic fibres. [] 
For a regularly updated bibliography on the theory of harmonic mor- 
phisms see [4]. 
We shall now turn our attention to the Riemann curvature tensor/~ 
of the tangent bundle TM equipped with the Sasaki metric ~. For this 
we need the following useful Lemma. 
Lemma 7.4. [6] Let (M,g) be a Riemannian manifold and ~7 be the 
Levi- Civita connection of the tangent bundle (TM,  [7), equipped with the 
Sasaki metric. Let F : TM -+ TM be a smooth bundle endomorphism. 
Then 
(~Tx,F'Q])  ~ = F(X)~ 
and 
(~Tx,Fh(~)) ~ = F(X)~ + I (R(u ,X)F(~))~ 
for any ~ = (p, u) G TM and X, 77 E CC°(TM). 
Proof. The statement is a direct consequence of Lemma 6.6 and Propo- 
sition 7.2. [] 
P ropos i t ion  7.5. [6] Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and R be 
the Riemann curvature tensor of the tangent bundle (TM,  [7) equipped 
with the induced Sasaki metric. Then the following formulae hold 
i) R(p,~)(X', Y ' )Z  v = O, 
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ii) R(p,~,)(X ~,Y~)Z ~ 
iii) [~(p,u)(X h, Y')Z ~ 
iv) R~,u)(X ~, Y ' )Z  ~ 
v) [¢(p,.)(x h, Yh)z" 
vi) ~(p,u)(x ~, Y~)Z ~ 
= (R(X,Y)Z+ 1R(u,X)(R(u,Y)Z) 
_ l  R(u, Y)( R(u, X)Z) )~, 
: -(iR(Y. z)x + ~R(~.n(R(~.z)x))~. 
= (¼.(.(~.Y)Z.X)~+~.(x.z)n~ 
+½((vxn)(~,r)z)~, 
: (R(X,Y)Z+ 1R(R(u,Z)Y,X)u 
-~R(R(u,Z)X,Y)u)~ 
+I ( (VxR)(u,Z)Y-  (VvR)(u,Z)X)~, 
: I((VzR)(X,Y)u)~+ (R(X,Y)Z 
+IR(u,R(Z,Y)u)X + 1R(u,R(X,Z)u)Y 
+ 2 R(u, R(X, Y)u)Z)hp 
for vectors X, Y, Z E TpM. 
Proof. [6] i) The result follows immediately from Propositions 7.2 and 
5.1. 
iii) Let F : TM -+ TM be the bundle endomorphism given by 
1 
F: ~ ~ ~n(~, Z)X. 
Applying Proposition 7.2 and Lemma 7.4 we see that 
£TyvF(u) h= F(Y) h + l (R(u,Y)F(u))h. 
This implies that 
~(x  ~, Yv)zo = ~x~%vZ o - %~7x~ZO - %< y~lz ~ 
: 
: -~yo((VxZ)- + F(u) h) 
: -VyvF(~lh 
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1 
= -F (Y )  h - 2 (R(u ,Y)F(u) )  h 
= -(~R(y, z)x + ~R(~,Y)(R(u, ZlX)) ~ 
ii) Using iii) and the 18~ Bianchi dentity we get 
~(X" ,y" )Z  h = R(zh,  yv )x  ~' _ R(zh,  xv )y  v 
which gives 
R(X~,y~)Z h = ( -~R(Y,x)z-  ~-R(~,Y)(R(~,x)z))" 
1 +(1R(X ,Y )Z  + -~R(u,X)(R(u,Y)Z))  h 
from which the statement follows. 
iv) Let F1, F2 : TM --+ TM be the bundle endomorphisms given by 
1 1 
Fl(u) ~ -~R(u,Y)Z and F2(u) ~ - R (X ,Z)u .  
Then Proposition 7.2 implies that 
R(Xh, r~)Z h = Vx~Vy~Z ~- V~oCx~Z h- V[X~,y~]Z ~ 
: ~TxhF l (~)h  - -  ~zv((VxZ)h + F2(u) v) - ~(VxY)vZh 
= (Vx(F~(u))) h -- l (R (X ,  Fl(U))U)V 
= (1R(.(.~.Y)z.x)~ + ½.(x.z)Y)" 
+~((VxR) (u ,Y )Z)  h. 
v) Applying part iv) and the 18t Bianchi dentity 
[~(x ~, y~)z  ~ = ~(x  ~, z~)yh _ ~(yh, z~)x  ~ 
we get 
R(X h, Yh)Z" = l(R(R(u,z)y,x)~)o + I((VxR)(u,Z)Y)h 
~ (R(R(~, Z)X, Y)~,) ° - ~((vym(~, z)z? 
+~(n(x, y lz  - n(y, x)z) ° 
from which the result follows. 
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vi) For this part we have the following standard calculations 
R(x h, Yh)z~ = Vx~%~zh - %~VxhZ ~ - ~x~, y~]z~ 
= VXh((Vyz)h - ½(R(Y, Z)u)') 
-~h( (VxZ?  - ½(n(x, z)u) °) 
-V[x, Yl ~z~ + ¢¢R(x, Y)u) ~z~ 
= (VxVyZ?  - 2(R(X, VyZ)u) ~ 
I (VxR(Y,Z)u)" I (R(u,R(Y,Z)u)X)h 
2 --4 
-(VyVxZ)h + ~(R(Y, VxZ)u) ~ 
+½(Wn(X,Z)u) ° + ¼(n(~,n(x,z)u)y) ~
-(V[x ' y]z) ~ + ~(R([X, y], Z)u) ~ 
1 
+-~(n(u, R(X, Ylu)Z) h 
= 2((VzR)(X,Y)u)" + (R(X,Y)Z) h 
+I  (R(u,R(Z,Y)u)X)h + I (R(u,R(X,Z)u)y)h 
+½(R(~, R(X, Zlu)Z? .  
In the last step we have used the 2 ~a Bianchi identity 
(VxR)(Y, Z)u + (VyR)(Z,X)u + (VzR)(X ,Y)u = O. 
[] 
We shall now compare the geometries of the manifold (M, g) and its 
tangent bundle TM equipped with the Sasaki metric ~. 
Theorem 7.6. [1], [6] Let (M,g) be a Riemannian manifold and TM 
be its tangent bundle with the Sasaki metric [~. Then TM is fiat if and 
only if M is fiat. 
Proof. [1] It i s  a direct consequence of Proposition 7.5 that R ~ 0 
implies/~ ---- 0. If we assume that 1~ = 0 and calculate the Riemann 
curvature tensor for three horizontal vector fields at (p, 0) we get 
np(x, Z)Z = R(p,0)(X ~, Z~)Z  h = 0 
[] 
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For the sectional curvatures of the tangent bundle we have the fol- 
lowing. 
P ropos i t ion  7.7. [1] Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and equip 
the tangent bundle TM with the Sasaki metric ~. Let (p, u) E TM and 
X, Y e TpM be two orthonormal tangent vectors at p. Let K (X  ~, YJ) 
denote the sectional curvature of the plane spanned by X + and YJ with 
i, j E {h, v}. Then we have the following. 
i) k (x  v, YV) = o, 
i i)/4(X h, Y~) = ¼IR(Y, u)XI 2, 
iii) / ( (Xh,  Y a) = K(X ,Y )  - ¼[R(X,Y)u[ 2. 
Proof. i) It follows directly from Proposition 7.5 that the sectional cur- 
vature for a plane spanned by two vertical vectors vanishes. 
ii) In this case Proposition 7.5 gives 
~( ~( X h, yv) zv, X h = -~ g( R(Y, Y)X, X) 
~g(R(u, Y)(R(u, Y)X),  X) 
= 4g(R(u ,Y )X ,R(u ,Y )X  ). 
iii) It follows immediately from Proposition 7.5 that 
[7(R(Xh, Yh)Yh, X h) = K(X ,Y )  - 3g(R(X,Y)u,R(X,Y)u) .  
[] 
Proposition 7.7 can also be proven by using the well-known formulae 
of O'Neill, see [9] page 465. 
Proof. i) This is a direct consequence of the facts that the fibres of the 
bundle map ~ • TM -+ M are fiat and totally geodesic. 
ii) The corresponding formula of O'Neill reduces to 
[ ( (xh ,y  v) ---- [[ AxhY" [[2 
= II I? 
-_ I~R(u,Y)Xl 2. 
iii) This is just Corollary 6.4. [] 
Theorem 7.8. [1] Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and equip the 
tangent bundle TM with the Sasaki metric ~. If the sectional curvature 
of (TM, [7) is bounded then TM is fiat. 
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Proof. [1] Let us assume, that TM is not flat. Then it follows by 
Theorem 7.6 that M is not flat. Hence there exist a point p E M and 
a pair of orthonormal vectors X, Y E TpM such that R(X, Y)u ~ 0 for 
some u E TpM. Then we have 
= K(X ,  Y) - ~lR(X,Z)ul  2. R(Xh, Z h) 
Since the set of u satisfying this condition is unbounded the sectional 
curvature K(X  h, yh) is unbounded from below. In a similar way one 
can show that /~(X  h, Y~) is unbounded from above by using the second 
formula of Proposition 7.7. [] 
Using the well-known form of the curvature tensor for Riemannian 
manifolds of constant curvature we immediately get the following. 
Coro l la ry  7.9. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold of constant sec- 
tional curvature ~. Then 
i) R (X  ~, Y~) = O, 
ii) .f((xh, y v) = ¼a2g(u,X)2, 
iii) _f((xh,yh) = ~-- 3a:(g(u,X)2 + g(u,Y) 2) 
for any orthonormal vector fields X, Y E C°°(TM). 
We can now compare the scalar curvatures on (M, g) and (TM, ~). 
Propos i t ion  7.10. [8] Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and equip 
the tangent bundle TM with the Sasaki metric ~. Let S be the scalar 
curvature of g and S be the scalar curvature of ~. Then the following 
equation holds 
m 
1 
= s -  IR(X,,XDul 2 
i,j----1 
where {X1, . . . ,  Xm} is a local orthonormal frame for TM. 
Proof. For a local orthonormal frame {Y1,...,Y2m} for TTM with 
X h = Y~ and X~' = Ym+i we get from Proposition 7.7 
2m 
i,j-----1 
m.  
= Z(R(x2,xD+2R(xLx;)+R(x ,x;)) 
i , j= l  
m m 
i , j= l  i , j= l  
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In order to simplify this last expression we put u = 2im=l uiZi and get 
m 
IR(x , )x,I 2 
i,i=-= 
,in 
---- E uku 'g(R(X j 'Xk)X i 'R(X i 'X ' )X i )  
i , j , k , l= l  
m 
= > ~ u~utg(R(Xj, X~)Xi,Xs)g(R(Xj,Xl)Xi, s) 
i , j , k , l , s= l  
m 
= ~_~ u~ulg(R(X~,Xi)X~,,Xj)g(R(X~,Xi)X,,Xj) 
i , j , k , l , s= l  
m 
= E ukulg(R(Xj, Xi)X~,R(Xj,Zi)Xl) 
i , j , k , l= l  
m 
= ~ IR(Xj,X,)ul ~. 
i,j=l 
This completes the proof. [] 
Theorem 7.11. [8] Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and the tan- 
gent bundle TM be equipped with the Sasaki metric ~. Then (TM, ~) 
has constant scalar curvature if and only if (M, g) is fiat. 
Proof. The statement follows directly from Proposit ion 7.10. [] 
Coro l la ry  7.12. [8] Let (M,g) be a Riemannian manifold and the 
tangent bundle TM be equipped with the Sasaki metric ~. Then (TM, ~) 
is locally homogeneous if and only if (TM, [7) is fiat. 
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Theorem 7.11. [] 
Coro l la ry  7.13. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and the tangent 
bundle TM be equipped with the Sasaki metric ~. Then (TM, ~) has 
constant scalar curvature if and only if the scalar curvature is zero. 
Proof. The result is an immediate consequence of Theorems 7.6 and 
7.11. [] 
Coro l la ry  7.14. [8] Let (M,g) be a Riemannian manifold and the 
tangent bundle TM be equipped with the Sasaki metric ~. Then (TM, ~) 
is Einstein if and only if (TM, if) is fiat. 
Proof. The statement is a direct consequence of Theorem 7.11. [] 
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Coro l la ry  7.15. [6] Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and the 
tangent bundle TM be equipped with the Sasaki metric [7. Then (TM, [t) 
is locally symmetric if and only if (TM, g) is fiat. 
Proof. See [6]. [] 
Coro l la ry  7.16. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold of constant 
sectional curvature ~. Then 
= (m-  1 ) , (m-  ½,lul:). 
Proof. Using the special form of the curvature tensor for manifolds of 
constant curvature we yield 
m 
1 
= s -~ ~ IR(X.Xj)ul 2 
i , j=l 
1 2 m 
= s - ~ Z Ig(Xj, u)x ,  - g(x~, u)Xjl ~ 
i , j=l 
1 2 m 
= s - ~ ~ (9(x j ,  u) ~ + 9(x , ,  u) ~ - 
i,j-~l 
2(g(X. ulg(X~, ~)g(x,,xj)) 
= m(m-  1)~ - 1~2(m - l) Jul  2. 
[] 
8. THE CHEEGER-GROMOLL METRIC  
In [2] Cheeger and Gromoll study complete manifolds of nonnegative 
curvature and suggest a construction of Riemannian metrics useful in 
that context. This can be used to obtain a natural metric ~ on the 
tangent bundle TM of a given Riemannian manifold (M, g). Explicit 
formulae for the Cheeger-Gromoll metric on TM were first given by 
Musso and Tricerri in [8]. 
For a vector field u E C°°(TM) we shall by U denote its canonical 
vertical vector field on TM which in local coordinates i given by 
0 u = ~ v~+,(~)~,~) 
where u = (Vm+l,...,v2,,~). To simplify our notation we define the 
function r :  TM -+ ~ by r(p, u) = Juj -- v/gp(u, u) and put a = 1 + r 2. 
Def in i t ion  8.1. Let (M,g) be a Riemannian manifold. Then the 
Cheeger-Gromoll metric ~ on the tangent bundle TM is given by 
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i) Y h) = g,,(x,Y), 
ii) ~(,,,)(X h, Y~) = 0, 
iii) [7(p,,)(X', Y ~) = y~2(gp(X, Z) + g,(X, u)gp(Y, u)) 
for all ve~or fields X, Y E C°°(TM). 
It is obvious that the Cheeger-Gromoll metric ~ is contained in the 
class of natural metrics introduced earlier. 
P ropos i t ion  8.2. [11] Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and equip 
its tangent bundle TM with the Cheeger-Gromoll metric [?. Then the 
corresponding Levi-Civita connection V satisfies the following 
i) ((7xhYh) = (VxY) h -  ~(R(X,Y)u)  ~, 
1 (R(u ,y)z )h  + (VxY) ,  ' ii) (VxaY ~) -- 2a 
iii) (~Tx~Yh) = I (R(u,X)Y)h, 
iv) (VxvY") - 1 (~(X", U)Y v + ~(Y', U)X v) 
O~ 
1+ 1_  
+ ~(X", Y")U - -~(X",  U)~(Y ~, U)U 
OL Ol 
where (p, u) E TM and X, Y E C~(TM).  
Proof. [11] i) The first statement is just Corollary 6.3. 
ii) Following Definition 8.1 and Lemma 6.2 we see that 
1 y .  
[7(gxhY',Z h) - ~[7( , (R(Z,X)u) ~) 
-- la  (g(Y,R(Z,X)u) + g(Y, u)g(R(Z,X)u, u)) 
-- l ag(R(u ,Y )X ,Z  ) 
- 21-aO((R(u,Y)X)h, zh). 
From Definition 3.7 and Lemma 4.1 it follows that 
xh(1)=0 and Xh(g(Y,u) o l r )=g(VxY ,  u) o~r 
80 
Xh(~(Y ~, Z")) = ~((VxY) ", Z ") + .~(Z ~, (VxZ) ' ) .  
This means that 
[7(fYxhY",Z" ) = I (Xh(~(Y",Z")) + ~(Z',(VxY)~) 
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= O((VxV).,z.).  
iii) Calculations imilar to those in ii) give 
1 ~(£Tx,,Yh, Zh) = -~ [7( X , ( R(Y, Z)u )") 
= ~---~O((R(u,X)V)h, Zh). 
Furthermore 
= Yh(~(zv,x.))  _ ~(z, ,(VyX) ~) - ~(xo,(vvz)  ~) 
= o(z ~, (VyX) °) + o(x ~, (vyz) ~) 
-~(z  ~, (x~x) o) - ~(x ~, (~z)  ~) 
O. 
iv) Applying Lemma 6.2 we yield 
2~(~YX,y",zh ) = --Zh(~7(X ", Y")) + ~(Y", (VzX)") 
+~(x ~, (VzV) °) 
= -0(Y',  (VzXF) - 0(x ~, (VzZF) 
+~(z", (VzX)~) + 0(x °, (VzZF) 
= O. 
Using X ' ( f ( r2 ) )= 2f'(r2)g(X,u) and a = 1 + r 2 we obtain 
x~(~(z°,z")) - ~29(x,u)(g(v,z)+g(v,~)g(z,u))  
+I  (9(X,Y)9(Z,u ) + 9(X,Z)g(Y, u)). 
Ol 
The definition of the Cheeger-Gromoll metric implies that 
~(x ~, u) = ~(g(x, ,~) + g(x, u)9(,~, u)) = g(x, ,~). 
This leads to the following 
c~ 2 
~2~(9x a'°,z~) - 9. (x"(~(v~,z~)) + v~(~(z~,x~)) 
-z~(~(xo,v"))) 
= -g(x ,  u)(g(z, z) + 9(v, ~)g(z, ~.)) 
a X +5(9( , r )g (Z ,u )+g(X ,Z)g(Y ,u ) )  
-9(z, u)(9(z,x) + 9(z, ,~)g(x, ~)) 
+2(9(Y ,Z)9(X , u) + 9(Y, X)9(Z, u)) 
+g(z, ~)(9(x, Y) + g(x, ~)9(v, ~)) 
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c~ Z --~(g( ,X)g(Y, u) + g(Z,Y)g(X,  u)) 
= g((g(X, Y) - g(X, ~)g(Y, u))u + ~g(X, Y)~ 
-g (X ,  u)Y - g(Y, u)X, Z). 
By using the definition of the metric we see that this gives the statement 
to prove. [] 
Coro l lary  8.3. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and (TM, ~) be 
its tangent bundle equipped with the Cheeger-Gromoll metric. Then the 
bundle map ~ • TM --+ M is a harmonic morphism. 
Having determined the Levi-Civita connection we are ready to cal- 
culate the Riemann curvature tensor of TM. But first we state the 
following useful Lemma. 
Lemma 8.4. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and ~7 be the Levi- 
Civita connection on the tangent bundle (TM, ~) equipped with the 
Cheeger-Gromoll metric. Let F • TM --+ TM be a smooth bundle 
endomorphism of TM.  Then 
(~TxvFV07)) ~ = F(X)~ - I ([~(X", U)F07)" + O(F"(~7), U)X" 
- (1 + o~)~(FOT)v, Xv)U + ~(X", U)[?(FO?)", U)U) ~ 
and 
(~Tx,Fh(77)) ~= F(X)~ + I (R(u,X)F07))~ 
for any ~ = (p, u) E TM and X, ~ e C~(TM) .  
Proof. The statement is a direct consequence of Lemma 6.6 and Propo- 
sition 8.2 [] 
P ropos i t ion  8.5. [11] Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and R be 
the Riemann curvature tensor of the tangent bundle (TM, [7) equipped 
with the induced Cheeger-Gromoll metric. Then the following formulae 
hold 
i) R (X  h, Zh)zh = (R(X, Y)Z) h 
1 (R(u ,R(Y ,Z)u)X-  R (u ,R(X ,Z)u)Y  
4a 
-2R(u ,R(X ,  Y)u)Z) h + I ( (VzR)(X,  Y)u)~, 
ii) h, Yh)z" = (R(X, Y)Z) 
z)Y-  (VyR)(u, z lX)  h 
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i~) 
v) 
v i )  
Proof. 
1 (R(X,R(u,Z)Y)u - R(Y, R(u,Z)X)u) ~ 
4~ 
I+__Z_ -40(Zv, U)(R(X,Y)u) ") + °(O((R(X,Y)u)",Zv)U , 
o~ 
R(xh, y~)z h = ~-~( (V x R)(u, Y)Z) h + I (R(X, Z)Y)~ 
lc~ ((R(X, n(u, Y)Z)u)" - 29(Z, u)(R(X, Z)u) ~) 
1+~_ 
+~9((R(X ,Z)u)~,Y ' )U ,  
~(xh ,y~)z .  - I (R(y,Z)X) h 4c~ 21(R(u,Y)R(u,Z)X)h 
+ ~---~(g(Z, u)(n(u, Z)X)  h - g(Z, u)(R(u, Y)X) h) 
R(X ~, Y ' )Z  h = I (R(X,  Y)Z) h 
+ ~----~( R(u, X)R(u, Y)Z - R(u, Y)R(u, X)Z) h 
1 +-~(9(Y, u)(R(u,X)Z) h- g(X, u)(R(u, Y)Z) h, 
~(XO 'y~)z ~ 1 + a + a 2 -- a2 (~(Yv, Z")X ~' - [I(X",Z")Y") 
a+2 . ,, 
+~(~(X , Z")g(Z, u)U - ~(Y~', Z")g(X, u)U) 
o~ + 2 . . ,~)9(z, u)x~) +---~(g(X,  u)g(Z, u)Y" - 9(Y, 
i) The following standard calculations give the result. 
f~(X h, Yh)Zh 
= 
= ~TXh((VyZ)h - ½(R(Z,Z)u)') 
- -~h((VxZ)  h -  ½(R(X,Z)u) ~) 
-~X,  y]h _ (R(X, Y)u) "Zh 
= (VxVyZ) h - I (R(X, VyZ)u)" 
1 (R(u,R(Y, Z)u)X) h - I (VxR(Y  ,Z)u)" 
4~ 
- (VyVxZ)h  + 2 (R(Y, VxZ)u) ~ 
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+~(R(u,R(X,Z)u)Y) ~ + l (wR(x,z)u)~ 
-(~x, z]z? + ~(R([x, Y], z)~) -
+~(R(~,  R(X, V)u)Z) h 
1 
= (R(X,Y)Z) h +-~((VzR)(X,Y)u)" 
1 (R(u,R(Y, Z)u)X - R(u,R(X,Z)u)Y 
4o~ 
-2R(u,R(X,Y)u)Z)  h.
The last step is a consequence of the 2 nd Bianchy identity. 
ii) Note that the equation O(p,~)(X ", U) = gp(X, u) implies that 
~(p,c,)((R(X, Y)u) v, U) = gp(R(X, Y)u, u) = O. 
Hence 
~(x~,y~)z  o 
: o - 
: ~Xh(½(R(~, Z)Y? + ~(VyZ) v) 
-~(½(n(~,z )x?  + o~(VxZ)°) 
-a~X ' y]h _ (R(X, Y)u) "z" 
= ~(VxR(u,z)y?- ~(R(x,R(~,z)Y)u) o
1 +-~(n(u, ~Z)X)  h + a(VxVyZ) v 
1 
(Vyn(~,Z)X)h + (R(Y,n(~,z)x)u) ° 
-~(R(~, VxZ)Y? - ~(VyVxZ)V 
- l  Z)[X, y])h _ a(~X,  Y] z)~ 
-([I((R(X, Y)u)V, U)Z " + ~(Zv, U)(R(X, Y)u) ") 
+(1 + a)~((R(X,Y)u)V, Zv)U 
-~( ( R( X, Y)u)~, U)~( Z ~ ,U)U 
= ~(R(X, v )z )  ~ 
+I ( (VxR) (u ,Z)Y -  (VyR)(u,Z)X) h 
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~(( R( X, n(~, z) Y)u)° - ( n(Y, R( ~, Z)X)~ )~) 
-g(Z, ,,)(R(X, Y),~)" + (1 + ~)O((n(X, Y)u)°, Z')U. 
iii) Calculations imilar to those above produce the third formula 
~(xh, v~)z ',
--- ~x~%z~- %~x~z~- ~x~, ~1 z~ 
-Vy . ( (VxZ?  - ½(n(x,z),,)") 
= -~((VxR(u,Y)Z) h - l(R(X,R(u,y)Z)u)V) 
~(R(~, VxY)Z)  ~ - ~(R(~, Y)VxZ)h 
+~(R(x, z)v) ~ - ~(Y",  u)(R(x, z)~) o 
lo ~( R( X, Z)u )", U) YV + ~-ff~( R( X, Z)u )~', Y~')U 
~- ~(Yo, U)~((R(X, Z)~) ~, U)U 
_ ~((v~m(~,Y)z)  h + ~(R(x,z)Y)~ 
4o~ (R(X, R(u, Y)Z)u) ~' - I ~(Y v, U)(R(X, Z)u) v 
+~((R(X ,Z)u)V ,Zv)U .  
Here we have used Lemma 8.4 to calculate ~(R(X ,  Z)~)". 
iv) Since X~',,,,,)(f(,'~)) = 2J"(,'~)gp(X, ~) ~r~d (~xhU)(p,,,) = 0 we get 
= ~.(~x~%ozo- %o~x~Z~- %~, y~lz o) 
- 2~,xh(~(Y",U)Z" - (1 + ~)~(Yv, z°)u 
+~(z",u)y ~+ ~(z~,u)~(z",y)u) 
-~(n(~,z )x )~ 
-2a(~Ty~(VxZ)" + V(VXy),Z') 
= -9(Y, ~)(~(n(~,z)x? + 2(VxZ)") 
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-g(Z, u)( l  (R(u, Y)X) h -+- 2 (VxY) ") 
+~9(Y, u)(n(u, z)x) h - ~(  R(u, v)n(u, z)x) ~ 
-(R(Y, Z)X) h + 2(g(Y, u)(VxZ) v + g(VxZ ,u)Y v 
-(1 + ~)~(Y~, (VxZ)~)u + g(y, ~,)9(VxZ, ~)u 
+g(VxY, u)Z ~ + g(z, ~)(VxYF 
- (1  + a)[7( VxY)', Z")U + g(WxY ,u)g( Z, u)U 
= -(R(Y, Z)X) h - l (R (u ,  Y)R(u, Z)X) h 
+-g(Y, u)(R(u,Z)X) h - g(Z, u)(R(u,Y)X) h. 
OL 
Here we have used Lemma 8.4 to calculate ~(R(X ,  Z)u) h. For the 
last equation we have to show that all the terms not containing the 
Riemann curvature tensor R vanish. But since 
~(Y°, (VxZ)~)U = I (g (Z  , VxZ) + g(Y, u)g(VxZ, u))Y 
the rest becomes 
(g(Y, VxZ ) + g(Y, u)g(VxZ, u) + g(Z, VxY ) + g(Z, u)g(VxY ,u) )U 
which vanishes, because 
_2  X,,(~(yo ' Z~ ) + ~(Z~ ' U)~(Z ~, U) )U = O. 
OL 
v) First we notice that 
1 -- a2g(X,u)(R(u,Y)Z)h + ~---~(R(u,X)R(u,Y)Z) h 
+~(R(X,Y)Z) h. 
By using the fact that [X ", Y~] = 0 we see that 
~(X",y")Z h
exo% z - %oexoz 
1 
- o~2g(X,u)(R(u,Z)Z)h + 4-~(R(u,X)R(u,Z)Z)h 
+ ~---"~(R(X, Y)Z) h + -~g(Y, u)(R(u,X)Z) h 
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z )R(u ,x )z )  h - x )z? .  
vi) FoUowing Lemma 4.1 and Proposition 8.2 we get 
i=1 OVm+i i=1 
= ! (x .  + O(x v, u)u). 
Ol 
Together with the fact that ~(U, U) = r 2 this implies that 
a 2 fTX ~ fYy ~ZV 
= a2~7 v-~(-g(Y,u)Z v - 9(Z,u)Y" X 
-g(Y, u)g(Z, u)U + (1 + a)O(Yv, Z")U) 
= -a2X"(I)(g(Y, u)Z v + 9(Z, u)Y v 
+g(Y, u)g(Z, u)U-  (1 + a){7(Y",Z')U) 
-a(g(X,Y)Z" + g(Y, u)fYx,,Z" + g(X,Z)Y v 
+g(Z, u)~Yx,,YV +g(X, Y)g(Z, u)U + 9(X, Z)g(Y, u)U 
+9(v, ~)g(z, u)~7xoU - x~(~ + 1)~(y°,zv)u 
-(1 + ,~)xv(~(y~,z~))u- (1 + ~)~(v~,z°)~TxvU) 
= 29(X, u)9(Y, u)Z" + 29(X, u)9(Z, u)Y" 
+2g(x, u)g(Y, ~)9(z, u)u - 2(1 + ~)9(x, u)O(v~,zv)u 
-ag(X,Y)Z" + 9(Y, u)9(X,u)Z v+ 9(Y, u)g(Z,u)X" 
+g(Y, u)g(X, u)g(Z, u)U-  (1 + a)g(Y, u)~(Xv,Z")U 
-~9(x ,z )v  ~ + g(z, u)g(x, ~)v~ + g(z, ~)9(Y, ~)x ~ 
+9(Z,u)g(X,u)g(Y, u)U-  (1 +a)g(Z,u)~(X',Yv)U 
-~g(x,  z)9(z, ~)u - ~9(x, z)9(v, u)U 
-9(v, ~)9(z, u)x ~ - 9(Y, ~)9(z, ~)9(x, u)u 
+2ag(X, u)~(Yv, Z")U + (1 + a) (  - ~g(X, u)g(Y, Z)U 
2 g( X, u)g(V, u)9( Z, u)V + g( X, Z)g( Z, u)U 
OL 
+9(x, z)g(z, ,~)u + O(v ~, z° )x  v + ~(yv, z~)9(x, ~)u) 
= 9(Z, u)g(Z, u)X" + (1 + oO0(Z", Zv)X " 
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+39(x, u)g(z, ~)Y" - ~g(x, z )Y  v 
+39(x, u)a(Y, u)z ~ - 5a(x, Y)Z ~ 
+9(x, ~)g(Y, u)g(z, ~)u -  (~ + 3)9(x, u)~(Y~,Zv)U 
-g(Y, ~)~(x, z )u  - 9( z, ~)~(x ~, y'~)u. 
This means that 
~2k(xv, y~)z~ 
= 9(Y,u)9(z ,~)x v +(1 +5)~(Y' ,Z")X"  
+~9(x, ~)9(z, u)V" - 59(x, z)Y" 
+39(X, u)9(Y, u)Z v - 59(X, Y )Z  v 
+9(x, ~)9(Y, u)g(z, ~)u - (~ + 3)9(x, u)~(y ~, z~)u 
-9(]I, u){7(X", Z")U - 9(Z, u)~(X", Y")U 
-9 (X ,  u)9(Z, u)Y v - (1 + a)[7(X',Zv)Y v
-39(]I, u)9(Z, u)X ~ + ag(Y, Z)X  v 
-39(Y, u)9(X, u)Z ~ + ag(Y, X )Z  v 
-9(]I, u)9(X, u)9(Z, u)U + (5 + 3)9(]I, u)[1(X ~, Z' )U 
+g(X, u){1(Yv, Z")U + g(Z, u){7(V",Xv)U 
: (5 2 +5+ I ) ({ I (Y" ,Zv)XV-~(X" ,Zv)Y  ") 
--(5 + 2) (9(Z, u)9(Z, u)X ~ - 9(X, u)9(Z, u)Y ~) 
- (~  + 2)(~(v ~, zo)g(x, ~)u - ~(x ~, z~)g(Y, ~)u) 
which completes the proof. [] 
In the following let Q(V, W) denote the square of the area of the 
parallelogram with sides V and W for V, W E C ~ (TTM) given by 
0(v, w) =ll v H=[I w II ~ -~(v, w) ~ 
Lemana 8.6. [11] Let X, Y E TpM be two orthonormal vectors in the 
tangent spaces TpM of M at p. Then 
i. Q(xh, y h) ---- 1, 
ii. Q(X h, Y~) = ~(1 + 9(V, u)2), 
iii. Q(X ~, Y ' )  = 1 9(Y, u) 2 ~(1 + +9(X,u)~) 
Proof. i) The statement is a direct consequence of the definition of the 
Cheeger-Gromoll metric. 
ii) This is a direct consequence of 
O(xh, v °) = ~(X'~,xh)~(Y'~, Y ~) - ~(xh, v") ~ 
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= 1(1 + g(Y,u)2). 
iii) The last part follows from 
Q,(X",Y") = [I(X',X")~(Y",Y ~) - ~(X~,Y') 2 
= 1(1 + g(X, u)2)1(1 + g(Y, u) 2) 
-(~(g(X, Y) + g(X, u)g(Y, u))) 2 
= a~(1 + g(Y, u) 2 + g(X, u)2). 
[] 
= o~g(R(X, Y)Y, x )  
R 
+ 4g(n(u, R(X, Y)u)Y, X). 
The properties of the Riemann curvature tensor give 
g(R(u, R(X, Y)u)Z, X) = -IR(X, r)~)l 2 
from which the result follows. 
Let G be the (2, 0)-tensor on the tangent bundle TM given by 
~ : (y, w)  ~+ ~([~(y, w)w,  v) 
for V, W E C°°(TTM). 
Lemma 8.7. Let X, Y be two orthonormal vectors in the tangent space 
TpM of M at p. Then 
i. G(Xh, y h) = K(X ,Y)  - ~IR(X,Y)ulL 
ii. G(X h, yv) = 1 IR(u, Y)XI 2, 
0 +°+~2) rSrX,, iii. G (X ' ,Y ' )  = ~,~ ,~, ,Y~) ~(g(X ,u)2+g(Y ,u )2) .  
Proof. i) The statement follows by 
a(~(xh, r h) = ~(k(Xh ,  yh)ra, x h) 
= a~((R(X,Z)z)h ,x  h) 
1 
4 ('~( R(u, R(Y, Y)u)X) h , X h) 
-~((R(u, R(X, Z)u)Y) h, X h) 
-~( ( 2R( u, R( X, Y)u ) Y )h, X h) 
Ot v +~(  (v zR(X, Y)u) , x h) 
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ii) The statement follows by 
~(xh,  z ~) = ~(k(xh ,  y~)y~,x ~) 
OL h --  .~-~((R(Y ,  Y)X) ,X h) 
2a-  1 
-+ 2------~({7(Y", U)~(R(u, Y)X)h,Xh )
~.~(z ~, U)~((R(u, z)X?, X h) 
~{7( ( R(u, Z)R(u, Y)X)  h, X h) 
- ~g(R(u ,Y)R(u ,Y)X ,X)  
= l jR (u ,Y )X I  2. 
4 
iii) In the last case we have  
Q(X~, Y °) 
= ~(R(X",Y")Y",X")  
(~+z) 
-t a2 (.~(X", Y")g(Z, u)g(X, u) - ~(Y", YV)g(X, u) 2) 
-t (1 -t-a + o~2) (~(y,,,Z,,){7(X,, X") - {7(X",Y")) 
012 
(~+2) ~ (9(x,~)g(Y,~)~(x',Y")-9(Y,u)2~(x",xv)) 
(~+2) = ( l+a+a2)O(X . ,y . )a2  :~--~ (9(X,u)2+g(Y,u)2). 
[] 
Unfortunately, the calculations of the term G(X ", Y ' )  in [11] are er- 
roneous. This means that some of the results which follow are different 
from those stated in that paper. 
P ropos i t ion  8.8. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and TM be 
its tangent bundle equipped with the Cheeger-Gromoll metric [1. Then 
the sectional curvatures K of (TM, ~) satisfy the following: 
i. [((xh, y h) = K(X ,Y ) -  ~[R(X,Y)u[ 2, 
1 JR(u,Y)XJ ~ ii. _fg(x h, Y") = a-d (t+g(z, up), 
iii. /4(X ' ,  Y~)= 1-~ ~+2 1 
7 -'['- "a ( l+g(X,u)~+9(Y,u)2)  " 
Proof. The division of G(Xi, Y j) by Q(Xi, Y j) for i , j  C {h,v} gives 
the result. [] 
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Results i) and ii) of Proposition 8.8 can also be proven by using 
01Neillrs curvature formulae. 
Proof. i) The first equation follows from Corollary 6.4 and the definition 
of the Cheeger-Gromoll metric. 
ii) The second equation reduces to: 
K(Xh,  yh)'[7(Y", Y ' )  = I[ AxhY" [I 2 
= II II 
1 
- 4~ 2[R(u ,y )x I  2. 
[] 
Propos i t ion  8.9. Let (M,g) be a Riemannian manifold of constant 
sectional curvature ~. Let TM be its tangent bundle equipped with the 
Cheeger- Gromoll metric [7. Then the sectional curvatures _f( of (TM, [7) 
satisfy the following: 
i. [ ( (xh,  z h) ---- ~-- ~(g(u ,X)  2 + g(u,y)2), 
~2g(X,u)2 ii. / ( (X  h, Y ' )  = 4~(l+g(y,~)2), 
iii. K (X  ~, Y~) = 1-~ ~+2 1 a2 + ~ l+g(X,u)'~Tg(Y,u) 2 
for any orthonormal vectors X, Y E TpM. 
Proof. This is a simple calculation using the special form of the curva- 
ture tensor. [] 
P ropos i t ion  8.10. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold of constant 
sectional curvature ~. Let TM be its tangent bundle equipped with 
the Cheeger-Gromoll metric [7 and K be the sectional curvatures of 
(TM, [7). Then 
i. t ( (X  h, yh) is non-negative if 0 < ~; < 4 
__  __  3 ~ 
ii. I~(X h, Y ' )  is non-negative, 
iii. /7/(X ~, Y' )  is positive. 
Proof. If X, Y E TpM are orthonormal, then obviously 
g(r,  u) 2 + g(x,  u) 2 < M < 
With this in hand the result follows directly by Proposition 8.9. [] 
Coro l la ry  8.11. [11] / f  the Riemannian manifold (M, g) is fiat, then 
the Cheeger-Gromoll metric [7 of the tangent bundle TM has non- 
negative sectional curvature, which are nowhere constant. 
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For a given point (p,u) e TM with u 7~ 0 let {e l , . . . ,em} be an 
orthonormal basis for the tangent space TpM of M at p such that 
el = u/[u], where [u] is the norm of u with respect o the metric g on 
M. Then for i E {1 , . . . ,m} and k E {2 , . . . ,m} define the horizontal 
and vertical lifts by fi = e/h, f,~+l = ey and fm+~ = v/-~e~. Then 
{f l , . . . ,  f2m} is an orthonormal basis for the tangent space T(p,~)M 
with respect o the Cheeger-Gromoll metric. 
Lemma 8.12. Let (p,u) be a point on TM and { f l , . . . ,  f2m} be an 
orthonormal basis for the tangent space T(p,u)TM as above. Then the 
sectional curvatures B2 satisfy the following equations 
3 IR(e. ej)u[ 2, f r ( f~ , f j )  = t<(~,e j )  - 
[ ( ' ( f i ,  f ro+l )  = O, 
1 IR(u, e~)~,l ~, R(f i ,  fro+k) = -~ 
3 
R(f.~+~, fm+~) - 012 
c~ 2 + ~ + 1 
ff2(fm+k, fro+t) -- OL 2 
fo r i , j  e {1 , . . . ,m} andk, l E {2 , . . . ,m}.  
Proof. The result is a direct consequence of Proposition 8.8. [] 
P ropos i t ion  8.13. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold with scalar 
curvature S. Let TM be its tangent bundle equipped with the Cheeger- 
Gromoll metric (7 and (p, u) be a point on TM. Then the scalar cur- 
vature S of (TM, {]) satisfies the following 
S(p,~) = Sp + 4a IR(e,,e~)ul ~ 
i,j---1 
-+ (m --1) (6 + (m _ e)(a 2+a+l ) ) .  
Ol 2 
Proof. Let {fl, • •., f2m} be an orthonormal basis for the tangent space 
T(p,~)TM as above. By the defintion of the scalar curvature we know 
that 
iCj 
m m m 
= 2 Z s?(f. fs) + 2 Z z?(s,, sm+~) + 2 ~ z?(fm+,, s~+~) 
i,j=l i , j=l i , j=l 
i<j i<j 
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= ZK(e"e i )  - 3 iR(e,,ej)ulZ 
4a i#i i,j=l 
1 m m 3 ~ (l+oz+ce 2)
i, j=l i=2 i,j=2 
i#i 
= s + (2~-  z) ~ IR(e,, ej)ul ~ 
4a 
i, j=l 
-~ (mo~ 2- 1) (6 + (m -- 2)(1 + a + a2)) 
For the fact that 
m m 
IR(e,, ej)ul z = ~ IR(u, e~)e,I 2 
i, j=l i,j=l 
see the proof of Proposition 7.10. [] 
Proposition 8.14. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold of constant 
sectional curvature t~. Let (TM, [7) be the tangent bundle equipped with 
the Cheeger-Gromoll metric. Then the scalar curvature S of TM is 
given by 
_ (m-  1 ) (a (~_  1) (2a-  3)~ ~ + 2m~2~ +
2~ 2 
+2(6 + (m - 2)(1 + oz + a2))). 
Proof. The result follows from Proposition 8.13 and the following cal- 
culations 
rn m 
IR(ei'eilu[2 = Z (a -  1)~2151jei- (~ilej[ 2
i, j=l i,j=l 
= 2(m-  1) (~-  1)~ 2 
[] 
Coro l la ry  8.15. [11] If the base manifold M has constant sectional 
curvature ~, then its tangent bundle TM with Cheeger-Gromoll metric 
[? is not (curvature) homogeneous. 
Proof. [11] Proposition 8.14 implies that ~ is never constant if ~ is 
constant. [] 
For a given m _> 2, we are now interested in determining the sign of 
the scalar curvature Sin(a, ~) as a function of (a, ~) E D - [1, c~) × ~. 
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The contour Do = {(a,~) e D[ = 0} in the (a,~)-plane is
determined by the second order polynomial equation 
(1) a (a -  1 ) (2a -  3)a 2 + 2ma2~ + 2(6 + (m-  2)(1+ a + a2)) = 0 
in a. If a ¢ 1, a ~ 3/2 and the descriminant of equation (1) is non- 
negative we get the solutions a± given by 
-ma 2 4- v /m2a4 - a (a  - 1)(2a- 3)2(6+(m- 2)(1+o~+a2)) 
a(a -  1 ) (2a -  3) 
100' 
50- 
-50" 
ij 
/ 
1 
I / 
Figure 1. 
In Figure 1 we have plotted the contour Do in the (a, ~)-plane for 
the case when m = 3. When removing Do from D the rest falls into 
three connected components. The scalar curvature is positive in the 
component D+ containing the point (2, 40) and negative in the other 
two. We are interested in determining those ~ E ]~ such that $3 (oz,/~) is 
positive (non-negative) for all a C [1, oo) i.e. which are the horizontal 
half-lines completely contained in the component D+. The connected 
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component  of D0 contained in the upper halfspace (~ > 0) is the graph 
of the solution ~_ for c~ E (1, 3/2). It has exactly one min imum C3 > 0. 
The graph of the other solution ~+, where defined, has excatly one 
max imum c3 < 0. The family of horizontal ines that  we are looking 
for are then parametrized by ~ E (c3, C3) 
80 
60 
40 
20 
-20  
-40  
/a  
/ 
l / 
Figure 2. 
It is easy to see that  for m > 3 we get exactly the same qualitative 
behaviour of the two solutions ~_ and ~+ as for m = 3. This provides 
us with the following result: 
Theorem 8.16. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold of dimension 
m > 2 and of constant sectional curvature ~. Then there exist real 
numbers Cm < 0 and Cm > 60 such that the tangent bundle (TM,  [7) 
i. has positive scalar curvature if and only if ~ E , Cm), 
ii. has non-negative scalar curvature if and only i ! [cm, Cm], 
Notice that  for c~ E (1, 3/2) and m > 3 the functio~ s increasing 
in m, so if m < rh then Cm < Cm. 
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When m = 2 the descriminant of equation (1) is positive everywhere, 
and the solution a_ and a+ are given by 
-2a  2 4- 2v/aa - 3a(a  - 1)(2a - 3) 
"± = 1)(24- 3) 
In Figure 2 we have plotted the contour Do in the (c~, a) for m -- 
2. When this is removed from D the rest falls into four connected 
components. The scalar curvature is positive in the two components 
containing the points (2, :t:40) and negative in the others. When a > 
3/2 both the solutions a+ are negative and approaching 0 in the limit 
a -+ o0. This leads to the following result 
Theorem 8.17. Let (M, g) be a surface of constant sectional curvature 
a. Then there exists a real number C2 ~_ 40 such that the tangent bundle 
(TM, ~) 
i. has positive scalar curvature if and only if ~ C [0, C2), 
ii. has non-negative scalar curvature if and only if ~ E [0, C2]. 
Coro l la ry  8.18. Let (M, g) be an m-dimesional Riemannian manifold 
of constant sectional curvature ~. For large m the number Cm can be 
approximated by (10 + 4v~)m. 
Proof. For large m the square root in the formula for n_ can be ap- 
proximated by mc~ 2. Hence 
-2mc~ 
3) 
For c~ > 1 the function c~ ~-+ c~/(c~ - 1)(2c~ - 3) has a global minimum 
at c~ -- v~ If this is inserted into the equation above, the statement 
2 " 
follows. [] 
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